Industrial Workbenches Provide
Bright Spark for Careers Australia
Established in 2006, Careers Australia has rapidly grown to become one of Australia’s leading providers of quality
Vocational Education and Training. Their first New South Wales Training Centre, located in Newcastle, is a modern
and well equipped facility, tailored to meet the needs of industry. Boscotek teamed up with Blackwoods to supply
over 40 Industrial Workbenches throughout their new workshop...
Careers Australia provide quality training
and nationally recognised qualifications to
thousands of students all over Australia.
They offer over 100 vocational courses and
programs which create many pathways into
employment and further study.
Understanding the need for a flexible
alternative within the New South Wales
vocational and training market, a modern
workshop facility was established in
Newcastle. Delivering Certificate III

courses in Automotive Mechanical,
Electrotechnology and Engineering, the
workshop needed to cater for specialised
training using specialised equipment.
Electrotechnology students work with the
much safer supply of 24 volts when working
with diodes and circuits during different
stages of their training, alongside renewable
energy sources like solar power. Boscotek
supplied 10 Industrial Workbenches, that
when arranged back to back, formed a solid

9m x 1.5m working platform. The team at
Careers Australia then built and installed a
double sided power box channel, housing
the electrical supply and testing equipment,
allowing access from both sides.
Automotive Mechanical and Engineering
students also required an industrial grade
working environment to meet the demands
of their training. Multiple work centres
throughout the workshop were formed
using the Industrial Workbench because of
it’s durability. Arranged back to back, each
workbench was bolted together through
special laser cut holes in the 3mm, black
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powder coated, fully welded, mild steel
bench top. This helped to form a rigid
structure capable of mounting 4 heavy duty
bench vice.
The 900mm Industrial Workbench height
is ideal for performing most standing
tasks, but what about when seated, or
when machinery needs to be mounted ?
Heavy equipment like drill presses require
a dedicated pedestal or platform to be used
correctly. In this case, Boscotek were able to
supply a 700mm high Industrial Workbench,
suitable for supporting industrial equipment
and seated applications.

If your requirements differ from these
two sizes (900mm and 700mm), Boscotek
Industrial Workbenches are available with
the optional accessory of adjustable legs.
This enables the height of the work surface
to be raised or lowered to accommodate
various tasks or user heights from 815mm
- 1040mm.
The staff at Careers Australia are extremely
satisfied with the installation and performance
of the Boscotek Industrial Workbench product.
Contact Boscotek or Blackwoods for your
next workshop storage installation or upgrade.
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